
Tenneo LMS V8.2 to launch soon.

In the quest of making learning matter and driving the LearnTech revolution, Tenneo will soon present the latest version of the learning 
platform - V8.2. With additional benefits for small and medium enterprises, V8.2 is set to leverage the prowess of Generative AI to make 

learning intuitive, powerful, and accessible.

V8.2 will strengthen our commitment towards redefining learning and empowering fast-growing organizations to achieve seamless 
success.

After V8.1, we will soon introduce V8.2 to further enhance the learning experience.

Tenneo LMS V8.2 will mark a significant leap forward in the LearnTech revolution, delivering not just features but 
effective solutions to empower workforce learning.

Join us in embracing the future of learning with Tenneo LMS V8.2 - Innovative. Integrated. User-centric.

Embark on a journey of enlightenment with our multi-vendor library. It will feature meticulously curated 
learning paths delivered in bite-sized, agenda-specific sessions. The addition of new courses each 
month will ensure a dynamic learning experience for your workforce. Pre-linked to job roles and skills, 
these courses are set to keep your employees ahead of the curve.

Our Engagement Package will offer microlearning nuggets on over 50+ relevant topics. You will also be 
able to create micro-certifications to enhance upskilling with the Enhancement Package. It is a 
comprehensive learning bundle on soft skills, technical skills, and compliances. With V8.2 you will be able 
to easily collaborate with Udemy to access a vast library of industry and technology-specific courses, 
ensuring continuous upskilling for your elite employees.

2.   Content Bundles: A World of Wisdom at Your Fingertips

At the core of V8.2 will be the revolutionary Tenneo Assistant Beta, a Generative AI-based learning 
partner. Its features are designed to empower your L&D team in achieving business objectives.

It will help you generate questions from uploaded documents and suggest reference material from 
within your content repository or from the web on the same topic. Tenneo Assistant promises to reduce 
administrative workload by up to 50%, allowing you to focus on creating effective and aesthetic 
courses for your workforce. 

1. Tenneo Assistant Beta: Unleashing the Power of Generative AI

Unlock the true potential of your learning content with Tenneo LMS V8.2. You will be able to transform 
static files and videos into dynamic Smart Courses at the click of a button. Whether it's PDFs, Word 
documents, or external web links (English Language), V8.2 will empower you to craft compelling 
learning experiences for your workforce.

The smart translator feature of V8.2 will help you part ways with language barriers. The impact doesn't 
stop there – our recommendation engine will ensure that learners access relevant content, both from 
within the LMS and external sources. V8.2 is set to make learning intelligent, accessible, and tailored to 
individual needs.

3.   Smart Courses: Course Intelligence Simplified with a Click

V8.2 will expand integration possibilities with new connectors. You will be able to:

   Dive into the world of Canva for ultra-rapid authoring with pre-built templates in infographics,
      short-form videos, and presentations.  

      Explore Xoxoday, an all-in-one corporate gifting platform that scales with your business. 

    Integrate popular HRMS software such as Akrivia, HROne, and Keka with comprehensive HRMS
       connectors.  This will ensure a seamless flow of user data and single sign-on capabilities.

4.   More Connectors: Enhancing Integration for Seamless Learning 


